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A lone sheep leg, likely discarded by hungry mine workers, lay hidden in a salt mine in Iran for over a thousand years, during which time the salinity of the surrounding environment naturally ...
Pristine DNA recovered from 1,600-year-old sheep mummy
Less than 10% of your genome is unique to modern humans, with the rest being shared with ancient human relatives such as Neanderthals, according to a new study. The study researchers also found that ...
As little as 1.5% of our genome is 'uniquely human'
People who are fully vaccinated against COVID-19 in the U.S. are strongly protected against the highly transmissible delta variant of the coronavirus, and do not need booster shots yet, according to ...
Do you need a COVID-19 booster vaccine to prevent delta variant?
Scientists have taken another step toward solving an enduring mystery with a new tool that may allow for more precise comparisons between the DNA of modern humans ... Where to live in the Bay Area ...
Just 7% of our DNA is unique to modern humans, study shows
Related: 8 tips for healthy aging Humans live longer ... majority of the study's findings, he pointed out a limitation: The study used humans who had not benefited from modern medicine.
Natural rates of aging are fixed, study suggests
The oldest modern coronavirus is about 820 years old, but humanity has been fighting similar viruses for millennia ...
Over 20,000 Years Ago, a Coronavirus Epidemic Left Marks in Human DNA
Two UNIGE teams have discovered that the location of a specific chromosomal site is transmitted between two generations, even if the part of the ...
Inherited memories of a chromosomal site
The age of databases running real-time analytics is here, says Rockset CEO Venkat Venkataramani, who shares his view in a deep-dive Q&A.
Rockset CEO on mission to bring real-time analytics to the stack
However, a study published this month in Current Biology has begun to unravel some of these scaly critters’ secrets. The latest study, which was unfunded, found coelacanths live five times ...
These ancient deep-sea fish can live five times as long as biologists expected
In a recently published study in Current Biology, vertebrate palaeontologists ... of the suborder Myxophaga, whose modern representatives are small and live on algae in wet environments.
New beetle found in fossil feces attributed to dinosaur ancestor
In a new study, researchers from the University of Copenhagen successfully revived museal fungal specimens that were more than 250 years old and used the live cultures for whole genome sequencing ...
Fungal spores from 250-year-old collections given new lease of life
In a study published in the June 28 issue of the European Journal of Phycology, the team resurrected the genus Philozoon by using modern technologies ... microorganisms live in partnership with ...
Scientists resurrect 'forgotten' genus of algae living in marine animals
Now, in a new study, published in Communications Biology, researchers have used genetic ... They're small, normally between 1 and 8 cm, and live in a range of marine habitats around the globe ...
Diversity of tiny bobtail squid driven by ancient biogeographic events, finds new study
A microscopic animal has been revived after slumbering in the Arctic permafrost for 24,000 years. Bdelloid rotifers typically live in watery environments and have an incredible ability to survive.
Bdelloid rotifers: Microscopic animals survived 24,000 years frozen in the Siberian permafrost
Related: See images of modern and fossil ... Mahé said. The study was published online Thursday (June 17) in the journal Current Biology. Originally published on Live Science.
This 'ancient' monster fish may live for 100 years
But by applying a standard technique for dating commercial fish, French scientists calculated they actually live close to a century, according to a study in Thursday’s Current Biology.
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